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Abstract: The use of competition and the associated increase in choice in health care is a popular reform model, adopted by many governments across the world. Yet it is also a hotly contested model, with opponents seeing it, at best, as a diversion of energy or a luxury and, at worst, as leading to health care inequality and waste. This paper subjects the use of competition in health care to scrutiny. It begins by examining the theoretical case and then argues that only by looking at evidence can we understand what works and when. The body of the paper examines the evidence for England. For 25 years the United Kingdom has been subject to a series of policy changes which exogenously introduced and then downplayed the use of competition in health care. This makes England a very useful test bed. The paper presents the UK reforms and then discusses the evidence of their impact, examining changes in outcomes, including quality, productivity and the effect on the distribution of health care resources across socio-economic groups. The final section reflects on what can be learnt from these findings.
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Introduction

The health care sector is characterised by expenditure growth over a long period, driven by a combination of population change and income growth on the demand side and innovation on the supply side. The ensuing rise in spending has meant that raising quality whilst keeping costs under control is a central issue for policymakers. The introduction of competition into health care has been seen as one means of tackling this issue.

Competition in health care has a simple political appeal. In the rest of the economy, competition is generally argued to promote growth (e.g. Aghion et al., 2005) and its introduction into traditionally heavily regulated and often centrally delivered and financed health care systems is argued to increase consumer responsiveness and drive quality and productivity increases (Le Grand, 2006).
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However, competition in the largest health care market in the world – the United States – has been accompanied by a wave of consolidations on both the insurer and delivery sides of the market, leading to price increases for consumers and mixed effects on quality (e.g. Gowrisankaran et al., 2015). This has led to questions about the functioning of markets in health care and the use of competition as a tool.

This paper examines the lessons that can be learnt from the use of competition in the regulated and more publicly funded European context, in which universal coverage is in place and the commitment to equity is strong. The paper focuses on the United Kingdom and within this, mainly England. In the European context, the United Kingdom has been a pioneer in opening up previously heavily regulated and centralised public services to competition. Following a wave of privatisations of utilities and transport systems in the 1980s, the UK government turned its attention to public services, opening up education, housing and health care to competition in the provision of services (Le Grand and Bartlett, 1993). This paper examines what can be learnt from the UK experience in using competition and the associated change in consumer choice in hospital services to improve health care outcomes.

The review primarily marshals evidence which is derived from primarily from administrative data and within that evidence that employs research designs that attempt to control for other policy changes that occurred alongside the pro-competitive reforms. Much of the evidence on the behaviour of health care providers adopts a reduced form approach in which the change in behaviour of health care providers most affected by the reforms is compared to the change in behaviour of those less affected. To limit contamination from other policy changes, most of these analyses compare periods that are close in time before and after the reforms. There is also a slowly growing body of evidence that employs structural analysis, particularly that which focuses on the choices made by users of care. Few of the studies provide a full welfare analysis of these policies; instead they examine whether and how providers and users of health care responded to the change in incentives created by the pro-competitive reforms.

Section 1 outlines how competition can be used as a policy tool in health care. Section 2 presents the precise form of the reforms undertaken in the United Kingdom and England. Section 3 presents the evidence that the UK provides, focusing primarily on the evidence drawn from large scale studies employing a quantitative approach. Section 4 lists the limitations of these studies and provides reflections on the lessons that can be drawn for policy makers from the English experience.

1. Competition in health care

1.1 The nature of competition

Competition can be used in both health care finance (i.e. supply) and delivery. Competition on the finance side is essentially the use of competition between providers of insurance for either corporate or individual business. Conversely,
competition on the delivery side is the use of competition between suppliers of health care, where these may be either primary, secondary and/or tertiary care providers.

Competition between firms to supply insurance or health services may be accompanied by consumer choice, but the two are not equivalent. For competition to exist on the insurer side of a health care market, consumers (or their employers) must have a choice of options provided by more than one insurer. However, competition on the delivery side may involve direct user choice, but it may also not. In many cases in which competition between suppliers of health care has been introduced, a third party may make decisions for patients as to where they access care. In systems in which patients are covered by insurance, the insurers may offer contracts which restrict the set of health care suppliers that the insured individual may use. An example of an insurance model in which choice is very limited at point of demand is the health maintenance organisation model, which limits the physicians and hospitals that patients can select at point of care use. Where competition between suppliers of health care has been introduced into tax financed systems, often the choice of hospital and tertiary suppliers of health care is made by primary care physicians, not by the patient themselves, and in addition the patients may have limited choice of primary care physicians.

The United States has competition (and patient choice) on both sides of the market. Insurers compete for corporate and individual buyers and negotiate with competing suppliers to provide health care. Contracts on both sides are often very complex and one of the aims of the Affordable Care Act of 2010 (often known as ObamaCare) was to promote competition on the insurance side by providing consumers, through insurance exchanges, with less complex insurance contracts.

In Europe, pro-competitive reforms in the finance of health care (i.e. on the insurance side) have taken place in those health care systems where finance is provided by means of social insurance. These systems traditionally have had consumer choice of provider at the point of use. In recent years, many of these countries have faced strong cost containment issues. In response, Germany, and the Netherlands in particular, have sought to introduce choice on the financing side, in the shape of promoting competition between insurance funds. Switzerland and, to a limited extent, France have followed a similar path (Costa-Font and Zigante, 2012). Universality of coverage is maintained through continued compulsory insurance.

In contrast, in health care systems where finance is provided through taxation (e.g. United Kingdom, the Nordic countries, Spain, Portugal and Italy), there has been traditionally little choice of provider offered to consumers. These countries have reformed by promoting increasing levels of choice for consumers by separating the finance and delivery of health care and allowing and encouraging competition between suppliers, either of hospital-based services and/or community-based services, whilst maintaining universal coverage through taxation. The arrangements are sometimes referred to as ‘quasi-markets’ (Le Grand and Bartlett, 1993).

Early reformers were the United Kingdom and Sweden, where choice reforms have been a core point of debate since the early 1990s (Fotaki, 2007). Several of
the Nordic countries have subsequently introduced similar reforms. In these reforms, universality of coverage remains (funded through taxation), but mechanisms are introduced to encourage providers of care to compete with each other to provide health care for local populations. The welfare discourse in Spain and Italy has been less focused on individual choice, but on territorial politics, which in turn encompasses varying degrees of provider choice (Durán et al., 2006; Costa-Font and Zigante, 2012). Providers may be public but can also be private – for example in the Spanish regional state of Catalonia where the bulk of providers are private, and in the United Kingdom where private entry has been encouraged.1

While the precise mechanisms vary across countries, reforms aimed at encouraging competition in supply include three components: first, decentralisation of decision making (perhaps from national to local level, or from administrative bodies to the suppliers of care); second, the promotion of competition between suppliers (e.g. by making public providers into free-standing organisations with harder budget constraints); and third, changes in payments/incentives for suppliers of care (e.g. the introduction of prospective payment systems that pay suppliers a fixed-fee per type of treatment ex-ante).

The rest of the paper will focus on the effect of these reforms intended to bring about change by competition in supply, as it is this model that is pertinent to the UK case. However, before doing this, I briefly review the theoretical support for competition on the supply side and the evidence on competition in supply from the market in which this has been most extensive, the United States.

1.2 Theoretical support for pro-competitive reforms in supply

While the political appeal of these type of reforms can be large, the theoretical support for competition in supply is actually more limited. Gaynor and Town (2012) provide an in-depth review of the theoretical literature. In the past, many of the models used to examine competition between suppliers of health care were not very specific to the health care sector, though there is now a growing body of models which incorporate features such as budget constrained buyers and semi-altruistic suppliers that present a more realistic depiction (e.g. Brekke et al., 2015).

The bottom line is that price regulation is key. Most theoretical models indicate that when prices are regulated (i.e. set by an outside body), competition generally raises quality; however, quality could be either too high or too low when prices are not regulated. The intuition behind these results is simple. If price is exogenously set, then the only dimensions on which sellers can compete for contracts to supply care to insurers or directly to health care users is quality. Thus, quality (or at least that which is measured) will in turn rise. This is similar to simple models of public school competition where parents do not pay fees (e.g. Hoxby, 2000). Where prices are not exogenous, if the buyers of health care (the insurers or the consumers) are very price sensitive, sellers of care have an incentive to skimp on (unmeasured) quality in order

---

1 Costa-Font and Zigante (2012) and Freeman (1998) provide discussions of the drivers of these reforms.
to win contracts. But if buyers are not price sensitive (e.g. in cases where consumers have generous insurance coverage), quality again becomes an important driver of choice and a key factor on which sellers will compete (or at least on those aspects of quality that buyers care about and can be measured).

1.3 Evidence on competition in supply from the United States

Much of the evidence on the impact of competition between suppliers comes from the United States, as competition in supply is, and has been for many years, a key component of the health care system.

The dominant approach until the last few years has been to adopt what is called a structure–conduct–performance (SCP) approach. In this approach, researchers construct measures of market concentration (usually a form of the Herfindahl–Hirschmann Index, which is used to measure market concentration in many industry contexts) and regress it on the variable of interest (e.g. prices or quality or quantity) controlling for observable confounding variables. This type of reduced form approach allows researchers to be somewhat agnostic about the underlying theoretical model, thereby enabling the data to speak directly to the relationships between the variables of interest. However, one problem with the SCP approach is that market concentration, no matter how it is measured, may be correlated with unobserved demand and strategic factors, creating endogeneity bias. Thus, much of the research has been concerned to overcome this problem.

The seminal paper in this area is Kessler and McClellan (2000), which examined the impact of competition on quality in the US Medicare market. This paper was followed by a relatively large set of studies employing a similar approach. The evidence from these US market level studies broadly supports the theoretical predictions: where prices are regulated, competition increases quality, but the effects are less clear where prices are market determined. In addition, the impact of competition may differ according to the nature of the buyer side of the market. A recent and authoritative review is provided in Gaynor and Town (2012).

Policy innovation in the use of competition, such as that introduced in the United Kingdom and other European countries, provides a good opportunity to examine the impact of policies to promote competition. In cases where competition is introduced exogenously by policy, it is possible to rule out reverse causality in the relationship between measures of performance of suppliers (be that quality or cost) and market structure. The United Kingdom has been a leader in the use of such policies and also has relatively good data, so provides a good test bed for examining the impact of these policies.

2. The UK reforms

The United Kingdom has experienced two waves of pro-competitive reforms in the provision of health care. These have sought to introduce competition in the
hospital sector and in the provision of community services other than family doctor services (e.g. services for persons with mental health problems). There have been no systematic reforms to date to allow greater choice of family doctor by users, though in an attempt to make this more of an informed choice, the government has made increasing amounts of information available (at practice, rather than individual family doctor, level) on the performance of family practices. This has been enabled by the provision of greater information on the performance on all types of health care providers in England through a government run web site known as NHS Choices, which has provided comparable data on family doctors from around 2010 onwards. The focus of the present review is on reforms to hospital care.

The first set of pro-competitive reforms took place under the Conservative administration of the 1990s. They established a ‘provider–purchaser split’ between buyers and sellers of (hospital based) health care. Created from administrative bodies that previously received central government funding to run local hospitals, the buying and selling sides were formally separated. Buyers were given the responsibility (and budgets) for buying care for all people living within their geographic area. Sellers were public hospitals who were to earn their income by competing for contracts with the buyers. These contracts were predicated on prices and volume of services provided. Quality, except for the dimension of waiting times, was not generally a feature of these contracts.

The competition for contracts was initially abolished by the incoming Labour administration in 1997 with a policy of return to ‘co-operation’ between providers and purchasers at the local level. However, as concerns over lack of productivity growth mounted during the early 2000s, competition was re-introduced in the mid-2000s (Propper, 2012). The reforms of the 2000s were of a similar nature to those of the 1990s with some important institutional differences (see also Cooper et al., 2011; Gaynor et al., 2013).

First, the reforms were initially introduced in all of the United Kingdom, but following the devolution of powers for health care to the four countries of the United Kingdom, they were rejected in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. Second, the reforms included patient choice as a mechanism for promoting competition. Initially patients were to be offered the choice of up to five hospitals where they could have their first consultation with a specialist (specialists are hospital employees in the United Kingdom). From 2008 onwards, patient choice was expanded to any hospital in England. Third, data on quality and other attributes of care were much more available than in the first wave of reforms when there was no directly comparable data on quality at hospital level. These data were made available to both General Practitioners (family doctors) who act as the
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gatekeepers to secondary care in the United Kingdom and also directly to the users of care. Fourth, prices for elective care were set centrally using a prospective payment system similar to the US DRG system. This was intended to cover around 65% of hospital activity. Fifth, the incentives for sellers to compete were sharpened through two further reforms. The first was the creation of the Foundation Trust (FT) programme. This allowed hospitals that were deemed by the regulator to be ‘better run’ greater autonomy of action, including retention of surpluses. Better run status was defined primarily in terms of financial propriety and a reduction in waiting times. All hospitals could apply for FT status, and thus, the programme essentially gave all hospitals (not just FTs) an incentive to be financially viable and, possibly, to increase quality or at least not increase waiting times. The second route involved the government subsidisation of private sector providers to supply elective treatments for which there were long waiting lists. While this began slowly in the mid-2000s, private provision of NHS-funded elective care has grown rapidly since.

3. The impact of the reforms

I begin by briefly reviewing the evidence from the first wave of pro-competitive reforms and then focus in on evidence from the second.

3.1 The 1990s internal market

The evidence from the 1990s reforms is relatively limited. What evidence there is suggests the following. First, costs may have fallen more in competitive areas (Propper and Soderlund, 1998). Second, buyers of health care who were primary care providers (GP fund holders) seemed to be able to extract better deals from hospitals than the larger purchasers responsible for whole populations of patients in their area and for purchasing emergency, as well as elective care. This was perhaps because they had stronger financial incentives, in that any gains from purchasing could be retained to put into their practices, whereas the larger purchasers had to break even every year. The larger purchasers were also concerned about the viability of local services if they moved services at the margin, whereas the fund holders were less concerned with this issue as they had no remit for provision of all secondary care services (Le Grand et al., 1998). Third, hospitals facing more competition focused on bringing down waiting times but at the expense of unobserved quality (Propper et al., 2004, 2008). The findings that both waiting times but also unobserved quality fell, while uncomfortable for proponents of competition, fits with the predictions from simple models of competition with imperfect information that

4 The government implemented a web site known as NHS Choices. At its inception in the mid-2006 it contained data on waiting times and some simple measures of clinical quality. Since that date the government has steadily added information covering a wide range of service providers on aspects of care including clinical quality. See http://www.nhs.uk/pages/home.aspx (accessed 15 June 2017).
5 For example, in fiscal year 2010/2011, private hospital care accounted for around 17% of inpatient hip replacements (Kelly and Tetlow, 2012).
show that as competition increases, sellers will focus on those aspects of care for which demand is more elastic (Gaynor and Town, 2012). As buyers of care during this period were interested primarily in increasing volume and reducing waiting times while quality of care was not made public, it is not surprising that sellers engaging in competition focused on bringing down waiting times at the expense of unmeasured quality. Fourth, despite the political fears of two-tier services, there is little evidence that patients whose secondary elective care was purchased by GP fund holders received more care than those patients covered by the larger health authorities (Cookson et al., 2012).

The evaluation of these reforms was hampered by a lack of data. So, for example, the most robust study of the impact of competition, which exploits pre-reform variation in hospital density, examined only waiting times and quality as measured within hospital mortality following admissions for heart attacks (Propper et al., 2008). Whereas this measure has been used extensively in the economics literature as a measure of hospital quality, death rates, although important, are only one aspect of quality and there are issues concerning their reliability when volumes of admissions are small, and thus, the measures are noisy from year to year. In addition, studies were not able to get within the ‘black box’ of what exactly hospital managers and buyers were doing to bring about gains (and losses) from competition. But the evaluations were also hampered by the short-lived nature of the reforms, which were only implemented in 1991 and ended in 1997. Even during the reform period, driven by fears of the emergence of a two-tier system and perhaps a more general concern by central government to limit variation in the NHS, the effect of the reforms was muted and the freedom of buyers and sellers was curtailed (Le Grand et al., 1998).

### 3.2 The pro-competitive reforms of the 2000s

The evidence base for these reforms is considerably larger than for the earlier reforms and is still growing. There is also a related literature on the use of consumer choice in health care which examines whether increasing consumer choice in heavily regulated systems leads to improvements in the quality or other attributes of care. This mainly examines mandated changes to choice of family doctor care in the Nordic tax financed systems (see e.g. Miani et al., 2013). This literature is not reviewed here except where this is pertinent to asking whether the pro-competition reforms changed behaviours in the United Kingdom.

#### 3.2.1 The impact on choice and market structure

The intention of the reforms was to promote competition through the use of greater patient choice. Therefore, the first question to be asked is whether this occurred. In terms of patient knowledge of choice, around 50% of patients recalled being offered choice of hospital by their family doctor (who act as gatekeepers for hospital care in the United Kingdom) within two years of the reform
(Propper, 2012). On the other hand, there was a view during the first two years following the reforms from some family doctors that choice was not needed or wanted by their patients (Dixon et al., 2010).

Whilst this may be true, there is a growing body of evidence from large scale studies using administrative data that treatment location has changed (e.g. Kelly and Tetlow, 2012 who study the role of private providers in the provision of elective care). It should be noted that patients choose on the basis of quality, as well as distance in England, when they select a health care provider. This includes choice of family doctors (Santos et al., 2017), provider of elective hip replacement surgery (Kelly and Stoye, 2015; Gutacker et al., 2016), and of open heart surgery. In some cases, this will reflect just the choices of patients, as of family doctors. In other cases, these choices will be influenced by an (informed) agent. So, in the case of choice of where elective surgery is taken, some of the information is provided directly to patients by a national web site (NHS Choices6); however, patients will also be influenced by the information provided from, and potentially by the choices of, their family doctors, made on their behalf. And in some cases the change in behaviours in response to the extension of choice probably came through the action of the patients’ doctors rather than the patients themselves. For example, in the case of cardiac surgery examined in Gaynor et al. (2016), informed cardiologists would probably have played a large role in referring patients to cardiac surgeons.

To date, there have been no published studies for England which attempt to separate out the role of doctor and patient in making these choices. Yet, this is important in understanding exactly how a policy of increasing information to consumers has brought about the changes seen in patient behaviour.

There is also evidence that these changes in patient behaviour had a differential impact on health care providers. Hospitals with better clinical care pre-reform appear to have attracted more patients post-reform. Further, these patients were more likely to by-pass their local hospital (the default provider under the no-choice regime) post-reform (Gaynor et al., 2013; Gutacker et al., 2016). There is also evidence that hospital market structure became less concentrated. Put another way, hospitals faced greater potential competition after the reforms (Gaynor et al., 2013). Interestingly, those hospitals which experienced most change in potential competition were not those located in the large cities, as these had previously been exposed to greater potential competition by virtue of greater population density. Instead, those hospitals which experienced greatest change in competition were located around the large cities, particularly around the Greater London area (Gaynor et al., 2013). So there is evidence that, at least close to the initial implementation of the reforms in the mid-2000s, the reforms led to changes in patient flows and market structure.

Given that these changes have been documented, the next question is whether changes in outcomes have come about as a result.
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3.2.2 The impact on activity, quality, access and inequality

The evidence on the impact of the reforms on outcomes is still relatively small but is growing. The extant research studies that employ robust methodology tend to examine only a limited number of outcomes. In markets where prices are fixed (as in the second wave of reforms in the United Kingdom or in the US Medicare market), these are generally specific measures of clinical quality. A popular choice of clinical outcome is deaths following emergency heart attack admissions (AMI). This has been widely used in the literature which seeks to assess the effect of market structure or market reforms on the behaviour of health care providers. For example, it was used as a measure of quality in the seminal paper by Kessler and McClellan (2000), which examined the relationship between market structure and quality in the United States and recently was used to examine health care market dynamics (Chandra et al., 2016), again in the United States. It is not argued in these papers that AMI deaths are the only measure of quality, but instead that AMI death rates are relatively reliable and less open to manipulation than other measures of quality. More recently, as data availability has increased, researchers have used a wider range of quality measures, driven in part by the low correlation between some commonly used measures. 7

Measures of activity are easier to access. Studies of access and inequality also tend to focus on a relatively small number of types of treatment, most notably elective care for joint replacement.

In terms of the empirical approach to assessing the effect of changes in market structure, earlier studies adopted a ‘reduced form’ approach, which examines the impact of exposure to greater competition pre- and post-policy intervention. This approach exploits natural variation in the exposure to competition determined by the pre-existing geographical location of hospitals to compare outcomes pre- and post-policy for providers who were more or less exposed to the policy. More recently, researchers have estimated more structural models which estimate the effect of the reforms on patient choices and then uses this to examine the impact of estimated changes in patient choice on the behaviour of providers.

Farrar et al. (2009) sought to isolate the impact of case-based payments on activity using a reduced form approach which compared providers who piloted the case-based payment system with those who did not (including in the latter group, hospitals in Scotland). This allowed them to isolate the effect of case-based payments from choice, as the choice policy was not operating in the three years (fiscal years 2003–2005) that they examine. They found that length of stay fell more quickly and the proportion of day cases increased more quickly where payment by results was implemented, suggesting a reduction in the unit costs of care associated with payment by results. Some evidence of an association between

7 Correlations amongst measures of emergency quality, amongst measures of elective quality, and between emergency and elective quality are low in English data. Gutacker et al. (2015) examined 16 quality indicators across English hospitals and found correlations ranging between −16% and 32%.
the introduction of payment by results and growth in acute hospital activity was also found: this is a relatively common response to payment for activity.

Later studies examine the impact of the full set of reforms, which included patient choice and the entry by private providers. Using a reduced form approach, Cooper et al. (2011) and Gaynor et al. (2013) show that mortality rates after admission for emergency heart attacks (AMI) fell and fell by more in hospitals operating in markets which were more exposed to competition. Feng et al. (2015) found no effect on patient reported outcomes for hip or knee replacement surgery while Moscelli et al. (2016) found that quality, as measured by the probability of readmission, also fell.

More structural approaches, which estimate the relationship between patient demand and mortality (as a measure of quality) have shown, in some studies, that patients who were given greater choice after the reforms have had quality improvements. Gaynor et al. (2016) find that patients whose choice sets increase after the reforms have lower mortality and that hospitals which experienced more competitive pressure raised the quality of their heart surgery. On the other hand, Moscelli et al. (2016) find no effect on mortality for a similar set of patients. Gutacker et al. (2016) found that hospital elasticity of demand for hip replacement surgery with respect to quality rose. In other words, patients (or their family doctors making decisions on their behalf) became more sensitive to quality after they were allowed more choice.

There is less evidence on the impact on productivity, partly because good summary measures of hospital productivity are hard to construct and partly because the literature on hospital production in the United Kingdom has not tended to consider market structure as a determinant or shifter of productivity. One proxy for productivity is length of stay. Reducing length of stay is seen as a measure of increased productivity in most health care systems and has been an important target for the UK government. Both Cooper et al. (2011) and Gaynor et al. (2013), in reduced form analyses, show that length of stay fell while total hospital expenditure remained constant, suggesting that hospital productivity increased.

Opponents of choice-based reforms in the United Kingdom have argued that choice favours more affluent individuals. However, whilst studies of particular conditions suggest that access to some forms of care is better for individuals of higher socio-economic status (Cookson et al., 2016), the impact of the pro-competitive reforms with their associated lifting of restrictions on choice does not appear to have worsened socio-economic inequalities in access to care. Moscelli et al. (2015) examine waiting times for cardiac surgery and find that over the period covered by the choice reforms, waiting times fell quite substantially and differential access also decreased. In 2002 patients in need of coronary artery bypass graft surgery in the least deprived quintile waited 35% less compared to the most deprived ones. The gradient gradually falls to 10% in 2010 following the general reductions in waiting times at the system level and the gradient is not
substantially altered once patients’ choice over hospital or treatment is taken into account. Cookson et al. (2012, 2013) examine the relationship at small area level between competition amongst providers and access to hip replacement surgery and find that the reforms did not have a negative effect on access to care of individuals living in lower socio-economic status communities.

3.2.3 The effect of hospital consolidation

Whilst the UK government pursued a policy of competition in the early to mid-1990s and incentivised choice and competition from the mid-2000s, in the period between 1997 and 2005, the UK government undertook a wave of consolidation in English hospitals. This lead to a fall in the median number of hospitals in a local market from 7 to 5. Because hospital closure is politically unpopular in the United Kingdom (as in other countries), closure is not random. Instead, hospitals in politically marginal electoral areas tend to close less (Bloom et al., 2015). This means that market structure is potentially exogenous, even in a cross-sectional setting, provided there has been a period of consolidations. This idea has been used in two studies, one of which examines the effect of mergers on hospital performance. Gaynor et al. (2012) examined the impact of these consolidations up to eight years later (the median time was four years later). They found that hospital consolidation had no positive impact on labour productivity, waiting times or clinical outcomes and in fact, financial performance fell, rather than rose, post-consolidation. The only benefit from merger activity was to reduce capacity in the secondary care sector. This suggests three things: first, that consolidation in this industry will not bring about rapid short-term gains; second, as in other industries, the benefits of mergers are overstated ex-ante; and third, because the merging hospitals face less potential competition than they did pre-mergers, a decrease in potential competition does not improve performance.

3.2.4 How the reforms brought about changes

While there is a body of evidence that suggests that the pro-competitive reforms brought some gains in quality and potentially productivity, there has been considerably less study of how these benefits arose. One exception is a study that examined the relationship between competition, the quality of management practices and hospital outcomes in the United Kingdom. Higher quality management has been shown in other settings to improve firm productivity (Bloom and Van Reenen, 2007; Bloom et al., 2012). Bloom et al. (2015) use a measure of management quality that has been used across industries and countries (Bloom et al., 2012) to examine whether the quality of NHS hospital management is affected by competition. They find support for this. NHS hospitals with better management practices have better clinical and financial performance, lower waiting times, higher staff satisfaction and receive higher regulator ratings. Further, by exploiting the fact the hospitals located near marginal constituencies face more
competition, they find that exposure to greater competition from other hospitals located nearby leads to better management practices. Thus, one possible route by which hospitals improved outcomes in response to the fall in market concentration post the pro-competitive reforms of the 2000s was by implementing better management practices. However, this has not been studied directly.

4. Discussion

The survey above suggests that the pro-competitive policies undertaken by the UK government and implemented in England have broadly had positive effects. To summarise, patients and hospitals have responded in a manner that suggests patients care about quality and hospitals, in turn, respond to demand. Better hospitals have attracted more patients, the quality of some services has risen, there do not appear to have been large equity issues, and policies that pursue the alternative tack of consolidation have not brought benefits in the medium term. Hospital consolidation, on the other hand, has not been documented to show large gains. It should be acknowledged that the evidence is often treatment specific and only a relatively narrow set of treatments have been examined, many of which are elective services. While these account for a relatively large proportion of hospital services, they are not the only outputs of hospitals.

More generally, although not without some problems, the policy was relatively well crafted to address problems in health care service markets. Learning from earlier changes of the 1990s, the funding model was changed to a prospective case-based funding model, meaning that competition, if it occurred, would not be on price. Web-based resources were created to support patient choice; GPs were required to provide five options to their patients; and GPs’ role as potential advisor to patients was built into the policy approach. Private providers were encouraged to provide extra capacity. So importantly, the government did not simply decree that patients would be given choice. Instead, it undertook real effort to create institutional elements in the ‘market’ to support the policy direction.

These specific components, whilst acknowledged as important, have not been subject to systematic scrutiny to unpick the relative contribution of each component. There is a growing body of evidence which examines parts of the picture. For example, there is a growing body of research which shows that patients do choose on the basis of (some aspects of) clinical quality as evidenced by those studies cited above for England, and a broader set of studies for other European countries (e.g. Gaynor et al., 2016 for England, Miani et al., 2013). There is also work on the impact of entry of new providers (e.g. Kelly and Stoye, 2015). And Farrar et al. (2009) provide evidence on the effect of case-based payment.

But the research driven by administrative data to date has tended to be, with a few exceptions, focused more on documenting what has happened, rather than undertaking detailed assessments of the impact of each component of the reform package. And there are some gaps: there is little work on the effect of competition...
on productivity, which contrasts with the large body of work undertaken to develop robust measures of hospital productivity in the United Kingdom (e.g. Bojke et al., 2017) and elsewhere. Further, the gains have not been set against the broader costs of introducing these changes. In general, we cannot yet unpack the separate components of the reform package: for example, we cannot say how much was due to increased choice by patients; how much was due to the use of case-base payment systems; how much was due to the greater entry of private providers; or how much was due to the freedoms given to well performing NHS hospitals. This remains to be done.

Nevertheless, in the context of the highly regulated European health care systems, we know considerably more about the effect of these changes than in other European countries that have sought to extend choice and harness competitive forces to improve productivity. The United Kingdom has not been alone in using competition as a means of improving health care provision in the European context. The Nordic countries, the Netherlands, France, Germany, Portugal and Spain have all implemented larger (as in the case of the Netherlands and several of the Nordic countries) or smaller (e.g. France) changes to foster competition (Siciliani et al., 2017). In contrast with the United Kingdom, there has been little evaluation of the impact of these reforms on outcomes or clinical quality in hospitals primarily due to a lack of data. What is clear is that on the supply side, one consequence of the reforms to promote competition has been increased merger and consolidation in the market. This is particularly the case on the provider side in the Netherlands and Germany and on the insurer side, as well, in the Netherlands. This might be the appropriate response to the presence of too many small hospitals which are not able to operate at a scale sufficient to bring about gains in clinical quality in addition to the cost of bargaining between insurers and hospitals. But it may also reflect attempts by providers, on the part both the hospital and the insurers, to gain market power. These results indicate the importance of market regulation to ensure that the natural tendency of providers to avoid direct competition does not negate the impact of reforms to promote competition.

It is also clear that equity concerns limit the strength of incentives that can be used. Thus, in the Netherlands, concerns over incentives for insurers to cream-skim when competition is introduced, have led to a high level of government regulation of competition between insurers. This includes government reimbursement of insurers to compensate for differential risk across patients, as well as mandatory open

---

8 For a recent review of measurement of productivity, see Sheiner and Malinovskaya https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/hp-lit-review_final.pdf

9 There is no single over-arching assessment of the impact of these set of reforms, partly because they have effects on many aspects of production, but also because it would be difficult to construct a relevant counterfactual. All policy change has costs, but these typically are not counted (because they are difficult to assess), either for the reforms or the potential counterfactuals.

10 In cases where there are small numbers of insurers and providers in the market, the predictions of the effect of competition on outcomes and welfare can be complex (e.g. Gaynor et al., 2015).
enrolment periods (Van de Ven and Schut, 2008). However, these provisions give competing insurers relatively small margins on which to compete.

In the UK as well, in response to (possibly unfounded) equity concerns (e.g. Cookson et al., 2016), there has been political push-back against the concepts of choice and competition. The devolved administrations of Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales rejected the pro-competitive model when it was re-introduced by the Blair administration in the mid-2000s. This might have been a sensible reaction to the smaller size of their hospital sectors and a lower destiny population distribution, but it also reflected a belief that market-based reforms were not desirable. And in England, in the more straightened fiscal environment following the ‘Great Recession’, the policy making community has tended to see competition as less important than other changes (Ham, 2014) and there continue to be (sometimes rather polemically expressed) concerns that competition equates to privatisation.11

These views aside, competition is a means to an end, not an end in itself, and can operate alongside other reforms. In an era in which demand pressures on health care are only set to rise, the exposure of suppliers to both greater competition and patient choice are likely to remain part of most government’s attempts to improve productivity in the health care sector. The evidence presented here suggests that they have scope to improve health care delivery.
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